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Secretary Kissinger Meets With South African Prime Minister at Zurich

and Confers With

British, French,

and German Leaders

Secretary Kissinger left Washington Septemher 3 for a trip to London, Zurich, Paris,
and Hamburg. Folloiving are transcripts of
a neivs conference held by Secretary Kissinger at Zurich on September 6 and a news
conference held by the Secretary and Federal
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt at Hamburg on September 7.'

NEWS CONFERENCE, ZURICH, SEPTEMBER 6
Press release 416 dated September 6

Ladies and gentlemen: Let me explain,
what we are trying to do; secondly,
the evolution of these negotiations; and
thirdly, the various elements that have to
be reconciled in these negotiations. And
then I will take your questions.
The United States is making an effort to
bring an end to the mounting crisis in
southern Africa. The United States is conscious of the fact that an escalating guerrilla war is already taking place in Rhofirst,

desia, that conditions in Namibia will
inevitably lead to a similar crisis. And of
course we are also aware of conditions in

South Africa.
The United States is making a serious
effort in order to see whether we can
achieve the following objectives: majority
rule and minority rights; a peaceful end

'

Other press releases relating

to

the Secretary's

Sept. 3-8 trip are Nos. 411 of Sept. 3; 412 of Sept. 4;

415 of Sept. 5; 417, 419, and 420 of Sept. 7; and 422
of Sept.

8.
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to the

disagreements; and negotiation that
enables all of the communities to live side
by side under conditions of dignity and
progress.

We do so in the interest of world peace,
because continuing conflict in Africa will
inevitably bring in the interests of outside
powers and runs a major risk of turning

Africa into an area of contention of nonAfrican countries.
We do so in the national interest of the
United States, because of our interest we
have a profound interest in a world of
peace, in a world that respects human dignity, and in conditions of economic advance.

—

And

thirdly,

and above

all,

we do

it

in

the interest of the peoples of the area. They
will be those who suffer most from a continuation of conflict. They will have to pay
the price for any failure of negotiations.

And they

will

alternatives

have to be considered, as

to

peaceful

resolution

are

being considered.

Now to the talks that have been taking
place here in the last two days. The purpose of these talks has not been to develop
a joint

American-South African program.
of these talks and what has

The evolution
brought us

On my

to this point

is

as follows.

Africa in April, all African leaders urged a solution to the problems of southern Africa through quiet discussions with the Prime Minister of South
Africa; that for many of these problems
the policies of his government held the key
if a peaceful solution was to be achieved.
visit to

377

—

—

Based on these views, we initiated contact
with the Government of South Africa.
Prior to my meeting with Prime Minister

jority rule, minority rights,

Vorster in Germany in June, we solicited
the views of the black African governments
as to the subjects to be discussed and as
to the conditions under which they believed
a peaceful solution to the problems of
southern Africa was achievable. We presented their considerations to the South
African Prime Minister in June. Those discussions led to a certain amount of prog-

in

ress.

After those discussions the United States
two missions to the black African
states. The United Kingdom, whose role is
crucial in all of these actions, which has a
historic responsibility for Rhodesia, and to
whose cooperation and wisdom in this mat-

sent

I would
two missions

ter

like to

pay

tribute, also sent

to Africa.

On

the basis of these two American and
two British missions, a new set of considerations was developed which formed the
basis for my discussions with the South

African Prime Minister over the last two
days. Those discussions have been fruitful.
I believe that progress toward the objectives which have been jointly developed by
the United States, the United Kingdom,
and the states of black Africa has been
made. It is our view that a basis for further negotiations exists, though work still
remains to be done.
In assessing the prospects you have to
keep in mind that we are dealing with a
negotiation of extraordinary complexity in
terms of the issues involved and in terms
of the parties involved.
In attempting mediation there is, first of
all, the United States and the United Kingdom. We have worked together in close

harmony and with no
ences, but we have had
positions,

significant
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The United

States and,

I

think

I

am

safe

United Kingdom stronglj
support these objectives. But in achieving
these objectives we are dealing with twc
different sets of parties in each case.
The problem of Namibia is betweer
South Africa, the various groups that have
saying, the

formed

the
constitutional
conference
within Namibia, and certain outside groups
such as SWAPO [South West Africa People's Organization], which had been e»
eluded from the negotiations up to now
plus such neighboring states as Angola that
has with which our communications arfiMt
lie

—

we

not, shall

is

say, ideal.

With respect
between four

that

is,

—four

to Rhodesia, the

problem

so-called frontline states

states that are bordering Rhodesis

black states bordering Rhodesia
three independence movements; Rhodesian
white authorities that are not recognizee

i

by either the United States or the UnitecKingdom and South Africa, which does
not recognize the Rhodesian authorities at
a government and which has given suppon
to it in one way or another.
In other words, we are dealing with twc
different problems, five states, four liberaJjj
tion movements in black Africa, and SoutB
Africa, plus the authorities of Rhodesia ano
the authorities within Namibia. Neverthei
less, with all of these complexities, ano
while we must expect ups and downs,
;

k;

believe that conditions for a negotiation
exist on both issues.

The United

States

will

work

for

thelf

have described.
The United States is opposed to violence
and the United States is opposed to outside
intervention. The United States does be-!
objectives that

I

differ-

lieve that the objectives of majority rule;

our

minority rights, and economic progress foi
the peoples of the area are attainable
with patience, with good will, and with
dedication. And the United States is prepared, together with the United Kingdom,
to offer its good offices in the attainment of
these objectives.

to coordinate

and we have done so successfully.

Within Africa we are dealing internanow with two major problems
the problem of Rhodesia and the problem
of Namibia. They both have the same objectives; that is to say, independence, mationally

and assurances}

for economic progress.

all

Department of State
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And now

I

will

be glad to answer your

questions.
Q. Mr. Secretary, can you say lohether you
made any progress here toward setting up a
y^iegotlating framework for resolving the
VNamibia question?
'f*!

'i*

Secretary Kissinger: I would like to say
aefore I answer any questions that I hope

'*

i^ou

™l

;hat at

f(

'8

and gentlemen will understand
a time before we have had the op-

ladies

portunity to inform the leaders of black
A-frica of the details of the negotiations,

™ iomething which

we

will do in the immediunderstand that I canlot go into details on many of the questions
;hat you may ask me.
I believe
just a minute, I have not answered him yet I believe that progress
tias been made toward setting up a negotiK ating framework, but of course we will
have to await also the reaction in
Namibia, the reaction of other leaders.
4

ite

meeting

you

future,

will

Dar

in

pla7is are

Salaam and what your

es

regarding your trip to Africa?

Secretary Kissinger: There has been a
meeting of the leaders in Dar es Salaam
which only began a few hours ago. We
have been in touch over the weekend with

some of the leaders, but that was prior to
their assembling. My own plans are to return to the United States tomorrow. I am
ready to continue the negotiations in Africa
if the parties should desire.
will communicate the results of these meetings to
the parties, and we believe that conditions

We

for the continuation of these nego-

exist

tiations.

iii

—

—

Q. Dr. Kissinger, I have a question in tivo
(a) have you been in contact ivith

parts:

black African leaders in Rhodesia, and (b)
hoiv do you see the prospects of bringing
these black leaders of Rhodesia together?

—

Mr. Secretary, did Prime Minister Vorshoiv any signs of a willingness to
recognize SWAPO in Namibia?
Q.

sfcr

Secretary

Kissinger:

States has stated that

Well, the United
favors the partici-

it

groups in negotiations, and
include
in this. It is of
course up to the Prime Minister to speak
pation of

clearly

all

SWAPO

we

for his position.

But

it

is

negotiating process will
such groups as SWAPO.

our view that a

have

to

include

Q. Sir, do you envisage the possibility of
your meeting with Mr. Smith [Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian D. Smith] ?

Secretary Kissinger: I have no present
plans to meet with Mr. Smith, and this
would depend entirely on assurance that
a successful outcome of the negotiations
will occur. But at this moment there are no
plans to meet with Mr. Smith, and there
are no
it would be totally premature to
peculate on it.

—

Secretary Kissinger:
in

April,

had

Mr. Secretary, could you tell us if you
any communication with the leaders
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trip to Africa

the so-called fi-ontline states, that is, states
border the that border Rhodesia,
that a repetition of Angola should be
avoided.

—

that

By

we mean

that the outside powers,
the superpowers, should
avoid direct contact with the so-called liberation movements and let the liberation

and

this

especially

movements be dealt with by the black
can

Afri-

We

therefore have been in only
very infrequent contacts with the black
leaders of Rhodesia, and we have always
informed the leaders of black Africa of
these contacts.
We believe that the unification of this
leadership is a task not for the United
states.

States, but

a task for black Africa.

is

We

hope very much that other outside powers
exercise similar restraint.
Q. Mr. Secretary, did you get an invitation
to visit

South Africa? Are you

in

favor of

going there?
Secretary Kissinger: Prime Minister Vorster did extend

Q.

On my

agreed with the Presidents of

I

an invitation

to visit

South

Africa.

A

visit

by

me

to

South Africa would de-
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pend on whether negotiations on the soluAfrica are
tion of problems of southern
going forward. It would, in any event, be
preceded by a visit to black Africa; and
Africa
the program I would take to South
would reflect, as did all previous programs,
the considerations of the black African
leaders that I have met.
In other words, a visit by me to South
Africa would be in the interest of peace
proof southern Africa and would not be a
tocol visit by a Secretary of State.

many
Q. Mr. Secretary, as you ivell know,
the time for
of the Africans have said that
talk is past and the time is noio for fightviews
ing. Beyond the general expression of
and
that you have given here as to the U.S.
British intentions, are you noiv in a position
to

propose specific financial,

political,

and

other suggestions that you have been able to
agree ivith Prime Minister Vorster to the
black leaders, or ivere you essentially only

holding open the possibility of good
tvithout any concrete offers?

Secretary Kissinger:

ward

a position

We

where we

offices

are moving towill be able to

put to the leaders of black Africa a concrete program by which the objectives that
achieved for both
I have described can be
Namibia and Rhodesia.
We do not yet have all the details, but
are moving in that direction. And the
leaders of black Africa at that point will
have to decide first whether the program
meets those needs, which I would hope it
does, and whether they are prepared to go
the route of negotiations or whether they

we

prefer the route of

armed

struggle.

repreQ. Just to follow that up, does that
sent a joint U.S.-South African position, or
individual views which vary on the tivo subjects in

some respect on Rhodesia and Nami-

bia?

have pointed out
that there is no joint U.S.-South African
position. The proposals we have put to
South Africa have emerged from our discussions with the leaders of black Africa.
Secretary Kissinger:
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I

Of course those that are then accepted by
South Africa would tend to create a consensus. And in any negotiation a point must
be reached where all parties agree, if it is
But the proposals we have put
forward had been developed first in consultation with the leaders of Africa and
to succeed.

now being discussed with leaders
South Africa.
are

of

Q. In case that the African summit in Tan-,
zania decides on black rule in Rhodesia and
Namibia, what will be your next step?

Secretary Kissinger: I do not want
speculate on decisions that the summit

Dar

es

Salaam may make.

If it

to
in

recommends

majority rule in Rhodesia and Namibia, the
United States has already indicated its support for it. The issue is not what is the obone,
jective but how it is to be achieved
by what negotiating procedure, and second,

—

under what concrete conditions. And there
we have attempted to shape the proposals
we have received from Africa and the
views we have heard from South Africa
into the program which we hope will b(
acceptable to all of the parties. But oi
course the solution can only come by th(
agreement of the parties concerned and nd
by an imposition by the United States.
Q. Does your program that you are draw
ing up involve changes in South Africa o;

well as

Namibia?

Secretary Kissinger: The negotiationsthe international negotiations at this mo
ment concern Rhodesia and Namibia. Thi

United States has stated its view with re
spect to South Africa last week and ha:
had a response from South Africa as well
Q.

Does South Africa [inaudible]

?

has been pub
Secretary Kissinger: No.
licly stated. And I am certain that th(
Prime Minister of South Africa will speal
It

for himself

when he meets

the press.

Q. Has South Africa agreed to help finano
any guarantees program in Rhodesia?

Secretary Kissinger: There has been

Department of State

ai
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xtraordinary amount of speculation about
his so-called guarantees program. Our
:oncern is not simply to deal with the milority
with the white minority in Rholesia; our concern is an economic program
hat brings about the economic advancement of all of Rhodesia and, within that
:ontext, to provide opportunities for all
•aces and all communities to live side by
dde with some security and with some asuirances against rapid changes in their
position. This program is still in a state of
_'\()iution, and its details will have to await
;he precise discussions, though progress
!ias been made in these and previous talks.

commercial transactions, but rather the
general strategy that the United States and
other countries are pursuing with respect
to southern Africa, to get the benefits of
the views of a leader whose opinion we
value greatly and of whose friendship we
are proud.

Mr. Secretary, it has been reported this
morning on the radio that if the Dar es
Balaam people take the residts of your talks

made? Can you give us any kind
ment or increment of progress?

—

Q. Mr. Secretary, you used the term "progress" here, and so did Mr. Vorster. "Progress," of course, is a very rubbery term

any jvay under the
upon you, with your diplomatic
requirements, that you can be in any way any
more specific on any one of these spheres
diplomatically. Is there

limitations

rather than telling us that progress has been
Q.

jidte ivell,

it is

thought that there

Namibia conference

in

Geneva

may

be a

quite shortly,

by the beginning of October, say.

Secretary Kissinger:

I

do not want to go

nto specifics over negotiations that are

joing on. But obviously,

if

still

independence

Namibia

is to be achieved, there will
be a conference. There has to be a
location, and there will have to be an

for

tiave to

agreement as to participants. And you can
assume that this is one of the subjects we are discussing right now. [Laugh-

Safely
ter.]

Q. Mr. Secretary, you are to meet tomorrow President Giscard d'Estaing. Will you
discuss ivith him about the selling to South

Africa of

its installations

for treatment [in-

ludible']?

do not commit sui:ide twice in a row. [Laughter.] It's also
physically impossible. [Laughter.] And I
will attempt to arrive in France for once
without outraged statements in the French
Secretary Kissinger:

meet the President of France,
my primary objective is to review with him
:he state of these negotiations and the
world situation, as we always do, in a spirit
3f friendship and cooperation. I do not
lave on my agenda any specific French
I
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Secretary Kissinger: Should I say progress
at hand? [Laughter.]
change the
noun every four years.
I would say we have made progress both
with respect to procedure and with respect
to substance. I would want to repeat again
that I measure this progress by the opin-

We

is

ions we have previously collected from our
various missions to Africa and the objectives which we have stated for the United
States and, I believe, for the United Kingdom. And we believe that progress is being
made with respect both to the procedures
and to the substance, though of course the
many parties that I have described previously must make the final judgment on
that.

Q. Mr. Secretary, when will the proposals
you have outlined here be presented to the
[inaudible'] ?

I

press.

When

of measure-

Secretary Kissinger: Our tentative plan is
send Assistant Secretary [for African
Affairs William E.] Schaufele to Africa,
but we may modify this. But this is our ten-

to

tative plan, and in any event, you can be
sure that by one means or another they will
be presented within the next 48 hours.

Q. Mr. Secretary, before these negotiations
started, before the talks here started,

generally thought that the

it

ivas

Namibian prob-

381

lem might be a
Rhodesian one.

little

more

tractable than the

Is that still

your

vieiv

now?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, anybody who
makes estimates of the tractability of Afri-

being very rash. I would
think that the Namibian problem, having
fewer parties, and being at an earlier
phase, in which procedure is as yet more
dominant than substance, may lend itself
to more rapid progress. I want to make
clear that as far as the United States is
concerned we are prepared to move at a
pace as rapid as it is possible to achieve
agreement among the parties on both of

can problems

is

these issues.
Q. Mr. Secretary,

how

[inaudible'] will the

United Nations come into the negotiations?

for the characteristically

reception that

we had

warm and

cordial

here.

customary for American and GerMinisters to consult with each other
are at this
about international events.
It is

man

We

moment engaged

with various African countries, and it was therefore
considered very desirable by the President
as well as myself to have this opportunity
to exchange ideas and to obtain the views
of the Chancellor and the Foreign Minin discussions

ister.

We

reviewed the negotiations with respect to southern Africa; we discussed the
situation in the Middle East; we talked also
about the Law of the Sea Conference and
about East-West relations in general.
Relations between our two countries are
close; the coordination of policies

Secretary Kissinger: Well, the United Nations has, of course, a role in South West
Africa, which some of its representatives

carry out very vocally. Thei-e will be a role
for the United Nations, and this is one of
the subjects that is now under discussion.
But the United States supports a role for
the United Nations in these negotiations.
Q. Mr. Secretary, how much further do you
think your negotiations about Rhodesia can
go on without contact or reference to ivhat is

the de facto government?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, somebody will
to be in contact with the authorities
in Salisbury, and I believe that those possibilities of contact exist, but it doesn't nec-

have

essarily

have

be the United States at this

to

stage.

NEWS CONFERENCE BY SECRETARY KISSINGER
FEDERAL GERMAN CHANCELLOR SCHMIDT

AND

Secretary Kissinger: Mr. Chancellor and
let me take this op-

Mr. Foreign Minister,
portunity

'

first

of all to

Held at Hamburg on Sept.

lease 421).
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thank both of you

7 (text

from press

re-

is taking
place on every level, including the higher
level. The policies of both countries have
shown great continuity and will continue to
show this. And for all these reasons, it has
been a great pleasure for me to be here. I
want to thank the Chancellor and the Foreign Minister for giving us this opportunity

to

exchange

ideas.

Chancellor Schmidt:

I

don't think

I

have

add much to this, ladies and gentlemen.
We have touched upon just about all areas

to

of foreign policy. Secretary Kissinger has
already mentioned some of them.
I
should add that of course we have
talked especially about East-West relations, the continuation of the policy of "relaxation of tensions," about the agreements
to which both the United States of America
and we are signatory parties and the observance of which by ourselves and by the
other treaty partners we both feel is of
great importance.
Maybe I should confine myself to this
and leave room for questions, which, as I
hope, will be directed mainly to Mr. Kissinger, who, as the guest here, will be the
more interesting man to answer than the
born Hamburger or the Wuppertaler who

came to us via Bremen from Saxony
come Foreign Minister.

Department of State
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Q. Mr. Secretary, since you both talked
about Africa, may I talk about Africa? Can
you make it official, sir, that you will be
going to an African shuttle, when will you go,

armed struggle. What kind
you make of that?
Secretary

Kissinger:

I

of an analysis do

cannot

make

a

to

judgment as

make

encourage a peaceful solution, to bring
about conditions in which majority rule,
minority rights, and economic progress can
be achieved without violence.

which capitals will you go, and which
parties will you negotiate betiveen?
Secretary Kissinger:

I

cannot at this point

We

have had a communication from the Tanzanian Government
that they would welcome a visit. I would
like to wait, however, until Assistant Secit

official.

who is now on his way
Tanzania, has had an opportunity to talk
to President Nyerere and maybe to other
Presidents who have been at this meeting
before

we make

the final decision whether

to go.

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

I

think

it

would

formally informed. What we will attempt
do is to bring together the so-called
frontline Presidents that are concerned
with Rhodesia, as well as the liberation
movements concerned with Rhodesia, on a
negotiated program for majority rule and
minority rights and an end of warfare in
Rhodesia. We would also encourage the
process of negotiation that may be possible
with respect to Namibia.
The U.S. objective is to avoid violence.
We cannot support violence, and we are
bound to oppose foreign interventions. But
we will support peaceful negotiations between the various parties. Which countries
would be visited I will want to wait until
we have had the official communications
from the summit.

is

to

it is

difficult to

would be prepared

—

if the
conditions were right, I could leave perhaps next week sometime. But I want to
I

I would first want to await the report of Assistant Secretary Schaufele.

repeat

Q.

go,

depend very much on the decisions of the
summit, of which we have not yet been

U.S. position

Secretary Kissinger: Well,
speculate, but

What

are the odds, in fact, sir, that you
and could you outline the kind of
shuttle in which you ivould engage?
Q.

u-iU

The

Q. Mr. Secretary, how soon could you be
prepared to leave, sir?

retary Schaufele,

to

to this.

When

tvould you expect to receive this?

Secretary Kissinger:

I

would think that

I

would have heard from him by Thursday
morning.
Q. Mr. Secretary, what do you think the
domestic political impact of the mission would
be, whether you succeed or fail?

to

—

Q. Mr. Secretary, although you have not
had formal notification from'Dar [es Salaam], you knoiv that they finished their

deliberations ivith a brief statement that said
that

they

intend

September 27, 1976

to

further intensify

the

Secretary Kissinger: The mission has no

domestic political implications. The situation in Rhodesia is such that an escalation
of violence is probable and at some point

may

get beyond the control of nethink that the promotion of
peace is a nonpartisan effort which will be
supported by both political parties and is
not
contentious
between the political
events

gotiations.

I

parties.

Q.

in

is Germany willing to
new economic aid program

Mr. Chancellor,

participate in the

southern Africa, including a guarantee
the white minority in Rhodesia ?

program for

Chancellor Schmidt: German interests are
foremost and, generally speaking, the same
as those Secretary Kissinger has described
for the United States of America; namely,
the interest to avoid bloodshed and violence; the interest to avoid outside intervention; third, the interest to bring about

383

democratic elections and governments

Namibia than Rhodesia because

in

Nami-

bia there are about 25,000 people of German descent with whom we naturally have
special links.

We

have spoken in a general way about
the concepts that the American Government has in mind in order to reach these
goals, which we have roughly outlined
here. These include, too, as Secretary Kissinger has said, not only majority rule but
also the rights of minorities.

To achieve

this, possibly economic aid
be needed. The states which are transforming themselves here need economic
help in many respects. The Federal Republic of Germany has, worldwide, never refused such help. Whether there will be

will

and whether we
have to be seen within
some weeks or even months. But at the end
of these remarks I want to accentuate
again our special interest in Namibia.

some

special

will join

in

As far as the United States

in

these countries for these two purposes.
I want to add as a fourth point that we
Germans are a little bit more interested in

assistance

will

we

or detente, which has now beeni
again legitimized by the Republican plat-!
form [laughter], and because we believe;
that it is necessary for world peace and forthe future of mankind. We also believe,
however, that such a policy must be based
on the strict fulfillment of the letter and
the spirit of existing treaties, and we will
insist on this, just as we are prepared to
carry out the letter and spirit of the existing arrangements.
The Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin
is an important aspect of this policy and
an important test of the sincerity of Soviet
intentions. The United States attaches the
greatest importance to the strict fulfillment
of the provisions of this agreement and the
greatest importance to the integrity and
freedom of Berlin, and this is a constant
policy of the United States which we shall
continue to pursue.
Q.

do

detail

and be a

little

more con-

Mr. Secretary, what kind of possibility
you foresee concerning Namibia or

SWAPO
it

of

tails

place.

is the same thing, and we have also
discussed the status of the fulfillment of the
treaties. In this connection, because of this
summer's events, the Quadripartite Agree-

this

ment on Berlin has also played a role. But
maybe it would be better if I would confine
myself to saying that we were in complete
agreement, and perhaps the American Secretary of State would like to make a few
remarks about this subject.
Secretary Kissinger:
first

of all that there

Well,

I

was an

would say
identity of

views between Chancellor Schmidt, the
Foreign Minister, and ourselves on the issues of East-West relations.
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it

possible [inaudible']
I

discussions

The

that

?

do not think

would be appropriate for me

crete?

Chancellor Schmidt: The three of us have
not used the word "Ostpolitik," but we
have, as I have mentioned already, used the
expression "relaxation of tensions," but

to join in? Is

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

the topic "Ostpolitik"; could you go into a

more

concerned,

tension

Q. Mr. Chancellor, you have also mentioned

little

is

will consider the policy of relaxation of

to give de-

may be

taking

U.S. position has been that

all

authentic groups, among whom we would
include SWAPO, should participate in any
talks that might be held on the future of
Namibia. What the framework of these
talks should be
that remains to be discussed in any negotiations that could take
place over the next few weeks.

—

Q.

with

Mr. Secretary, have you been in contact
SWAPO leaders or Mr. Ian Smith in

the leadup

to

these

discussions

or during

these discussions with Mr. Vorster?

Secretary Kissinger: Under Secretary [for
Economic Affairs William D.] Rogers and
Assistant Secretary Schaufele on their recent trip through Africa had a conversation with the head of
in addition
to conversations with the Presidents of
African states.

SWAPO
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Q. Mr. Chancellor, while I recognize that

Mr. Kissinger may he
point, could you clarify,

lOur discussions with

treliminary on this

ir, whether your conception ivould be of a
}erman national contribution to financial
marantees for southern Africa, or are you
peaking possibly in terms of a European
Commission contributioti or support?

Chancellor Schmidt: You were right in
introductory remark, that we were
reating this matter in preliminary talks,
•ut I want in any case to go so far as to
ay that up to now we have not spoken
'our

bout a common European contribution
hrough the EEC [European Economic
yommunity].

'resident Ford Discusses U.S. EfForts

n Southern Africa

United States is offering its good offices as
an intermediary. We are willing to present
ideas on how progress can be achieved, but
we are not and I emphasize "not" trying to develop a specific American plan.
We have three objectives: First, to prevent an escalation of the violence, which in

—

time could threaten our national security;
second, to realize popular aspirations while

guaranteeing minority rights and insuring
economic progress; third, to resist the intervention in the African situation by outside forces.
In his discussions with Prime Minister
Vorster, the Secretary put forward some
ideas conveyed to the United States by

black African leaders, and Prime Minister
Vorster gave us his reactions. As a result
of these discussions. Assistant Secretary
[for African Affairs William E.] Schaufele
is currently in Africa discussing the situation.

On
Following

is

a statement

made by President

^ord at the opening of his

f September

—

news conference

5.'

the basis of his report,

%ite House press release dated September

met

this

8

morning with Secretary Kis-

inger to discuss his report on his meetings

ath [South African] Prime Minister Vorand with European leaders. On the

ter

asis

of this report,

rogress has been

I

believe that good

made on

the problems

oncerning southern Africa.
It is important to understand that in this
iplomatic process now unfolding, the
For the complete transcript, see Weekly Compilaof Presidential Documents dated Sept.
13,

on

1314.

sptember 27, 1976

will decide

Africa, starting with black African coun-

We

most concerned.
want to create
the opportunities and conditions for all
races to live side by side.
The United States cannot solve by itself
these complicated problems. We need the
continued good will and dedication of the
parties involved.

tries
I

I

whether further progress can be made
through a visit by Secretary Kissinger to

The process that is now beginning is an
e.xtremely important one. It is extremely
complicated. There
cess.

But

I

now make

is no guarantee of sucbelieve the United States must
a major effort because it is the

right thing to do.
est,

and

it is

It is in

our national inter-

in the interest of

world peace.
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leitti'

at Panmunjom
Department Discusses August 18 Incident

and

Its

Aftermath

Statement by Arthur W. Hummel, Jr.
.^
, ^
and Pacific Affairs
Assistant Secretary for East Asian
.

appreciate the opportunity to appear
testify
before these subcommittees and to
Panmunjom
at
incident
18
August
the
on
and its aftermath.
As members of the subcommittees are
has been
fully aware, the Korean Peninsula
armed truce since 1953, with the

an

in

problems that caused the Korean
unresolved and two heavily
each other across a
facing
forces
armed

political

vide

constant military threat. The demilitarized
zone has thus been an area of major tension since the armistice agreement, with
frequent military clashes which, over the
years, have taken 49 American and over
1,000 Korean

hostilities still

zone.
demilitarized
four-kilometer-wide
the
Over the past 23 years of the armistice
been
consistent goal of the United States has
to prevent the

and contribute

outbreak of new hostilities
an area where

to stability in

ourthe interests of four great powers—
Peothe
and
U.S.S.R.,
the
Japan,
selves,
ple's

Republic of

China— all

intersect.

The

Korea remains vital to peace in
Northeast Asia and is closely linked to the
security of Japan, a major ally.
Throughout the long period since the
end of the Korean war, North Korea has

security of

the
not given up its goal of reunifying
peninsula on its own terms and views the
use of force as one measure of achieving

The North has remained

which diNorth and South and has posed a

sigent on all the political issues

I

a

lives.

The United States, which was of course
major participant in the Korean hostili-

firmly committed to the security of
Korea through its important interests in the
peninsula and the Mutual Defense Treaty

ties, is

of 1954 with the Republic of Korea.

We

continue to maintain forces in the Repub
to preserve
lie of Korea under this treaty
the peace by deterring renewed aggressior

from the North.

You

will

recall

that

after

the

fall

o1

Viet-Nam there was a period of time durthai
ing which there was the possibility
oui
the North Koreans might miscalculate
commitment to peace and stability on the
Korean Peninsula and our commitment
under the Mutual Defense Treaty of 1954
Korea
to the security of the Republic of

intran-

This commitment was strongly restated by
and
the President, Secretary Kissinger,

before the Subcommittees on International
and Military Affairs and on International
Organizations of the House Committee on Internatranscript
tional Relations on Sept. 1. The complete
committee
of the hearings will be published by the

other high-level U.S. Government officials,
We believe that this commitment, together
with the state of readiness of the United
States and the Republic of Korea forces,

of
and will be available from the Superintendent
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash-

continues to deter any renewed major aggression by North Korea. We believe that

this goal.

'

Made

Political

ington, D.C. 20402.
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neither the People's Republic of China nor
the U.S.S.R. wishes to see North Korea
make any move that would destabilize the
situation on the Korean Peninsula.
At present there is on the peninsula a
rough military balance between the forces
of South Korea and the United States on
the one hand and those of the North on the
other. It has been a major goal of the
North Koreans to destroy this balance by
securing the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from the Republic of Korea. North Korea

has repeatedly called for such a withdrawal, trying to win international support
for this goal by depicting the U.S. presence as a source of tension in the area.

Intensified

Campaign Against

the U.S.

Immediately prior to the August 18 inP'yongyang embarked upon a
major intensification of this longstanding
campaign. On August 5 they issued a
strongly worded government statement attacking the United States and the Republic
of Korea. The statement was accompanied
by a supporting memorandum purporting
cident,

document the statement's allegations
that the United States was about to make

to

war on North Korea.
The statement said the United States
had completed war preparations and was
entering into a "phase of directly triggering war" from a "phase of directly preparing for war." It demanded that the United
States withdraw all its military equipment
from the Republic of Korea, abandon what
it called a "two Koreas" policy, disband
the U.N. Command, withdraw all foreign
troops under the U.N. flag, and replace the
armistice agreement with a peace agree-

ment.

From earlier North Korean statements
we know that the phrase "foreign troops
under the U.N. flag" also means all U.S.
forces in Korea under bilateral U.S.Republic of Korea arrangements. The
statement claimed that the reunification of
Korea could then be achieved by the
Korean people through a national con-

September 27, 1976

There was no recognition of the Government of the Republic of Korea. The
statement also appealed to other nations
gress.

condemn alleged U.S. attempts to trigger
war in Korea.
This statement was also the culmination
of anti-U.S. efforts among the nonaligned

to

a

were about to hold their
nonaligned summit meeting in Colombo.
At the nonaligned meeting, which took
place in mid-August, we believe the North
Koreans hoped for endorsement of very
harsh
anti-U.S.
and anti-Republic of
Korea language which they could subsequently utilize in lobbying for a resolution submitted by their supporters at the
U.N. General Assembly.
As you may recall, the U.N. General
Assembly last year approved two contradictory resolutions on Korea
one submitted by supporters of North Korea and
one submitted by ourselves and other supporters of the Republic of Korea. We believe that at this year's U.N. General Assembly the North Koreans hope to score a
diplomatic victory which would contribute
to isolation of the Republic of Korea and
its supporters by securing approval of its
own propagandistic resolution and the denations which

—

feat of the friendly resolution. I shall return to the U.N. General Assembly situation later.

The Joint Security Area

The August 18 incident came in the conpropaganda cam-

text of this heightened

paign. Before

I

describe this incident, let
the Joint

me make some comments on

Area. This is a smal), roughly
area of the demilitarized zone
some 800 yards in diameter in which the
Military Armistice Commission meetings
are held. It is a neutral area, maintained
and patrolled by both sides. Each side is
permitted to have 35 armed guards in the
area at any given time. Larger groups of
unarmed work personnel are permitted.

Security
circular

Specific

maintenance and groundskeeping
pruning of trees, have

tasks, such as the
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carried out by each side without
prior consultation with the other.

been

The North Koreans have frequently
caused incidents in the Joint Security Area,
harassing U.N. Command personnel, engaging in verbal threats and on occasion
in physical assaults. In 1975 a U.N. Comofficer was knocked to the ground
and severely injured with a kick to the

mand

throat.

The August 18 Incident

With respect to the tree involved in the
August 18 incident, it was found that the
foliage on this tree was obstructing the
line of sight between two U.N. Command
guardposts. One of these guardposts was
near the North Korean side of the military
demarcation line near the Bridge of No
Return. It was felt that if this guardpost
were not fully visible from the other, the

one North Korean Army
was "good." Work
continued for 10-15 minutes during which
some North Korean Army personnel tried
to direct the U.N. Command workers on
how to prune the tree. At about 10:50,
some 20 minutes after work began, one
North Korean Army officer told the U.N.
Command officer to halt work. After a
short discussion, the North Korean Army
officer threatened the U.N. Command personnel. The U.N. Command officer told
his men .to keep working. The North Korean Army officer then ordered the Korean
laborers to stop working. The U.N. Comnot cut down,

officer stated that this

mand

Several

number

of

30.

increased. It was decided, therefore, to
remove the obstruction.
On August 5 a work party went to the
tree, which is located on the U.N. Command side of the military demarcation

officer

for the purpose of felling it. North
told them to leave the tree

Korean guards

alone, although they did not lodge a for-

that

work would

minutes thereafter the
North Korean Army guards on
the scene had increased to approximately
ments.

chances for its being subject to harassment
or attack by North Korean personnel were

line,

indicated

officer

continue, at which point the North Korean
Army officer sent a guard across the
bridge, apparently to summon reinforce-

At

one North Korean Army
watch, which he had
into
his
a handkerchief,

this point,

put

wrapped

his

in

pocket. Another rolled up his sleeves. One
officer yelled "kill" and then struck Captain [Arthur G.] Bonifas, knocking him tc
the ground. Five other North Korear
Army guards jumped on Bonifas and con
tinned to beat him. Other North Korear

mal protest over the matter. Subsequently,
it was determined that guardpost visibility
could be improved by trimming the tree
rather than cutting it down.
On Wednesday, August 18, 1976, at
approximately 10:30 local time, a U.N.
Command work crew of five Korean
laborers accompanied by three U.N. Command officers (two U.S. and one Republic
of Korea) and a seven-man security force
arrived in the Joint Security Area at Panmunjom. Their purpose was routine and
nonthreatening; namely, to prune the tree.
Shortly after the party began its work,
two North Korean Army officers and about
nine enlisted men arrived in a truck. They

Army guards attacked the other U.N
Command guards, beating them with a?
handles and clubs. U.N. Command wit

inquired about the work in progress. After
being told that the tree was to be trimmed,

Army wounded.
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nesses reported that North Korean Armj
guards picked up the axes used by tht
tree pruners. Captain Bonifas was beater
with the blunt heads of the axes while h(
was on the ground. All U.N. Commanc
personnel received repeated beatings ever
though they tried to break contact anc
leave the area.
Casualties from
lasted
U.S.

less

Army

than

this

five

officers killed,

— whicl
—were twc

incident

minutes

four U.S.

Armj

wounded, and four enaugmentees to the U.S

enlisted personnel
listed

We

Korean

believe that the

August 18

incident
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may have been an attempt by North
Korea to underscore the theme of its propaganda campaign: that tensions were high
in Korea as a result of the U.S. presence.
The number of North Korean personnel
the ferocity of
their attack, and their readiness to spill
blood in the Joint Security Area, an area
in which there had been no deaths during
the 23 years of the armistice, all indicate
that this was meant to be a major provocation. As a result, we believe that the North

involved

in

the

incident,

Koreans may have been seeking an incident which could be used extensively in
their propaganda efforts to depict us as
seeking war on the peninsula.

We

believe

also

the

incident

was

in-

whether in the midst of a
national election campaign we would firmly
maintain our security commitment to the
tended to

test

Republic of Korea. It threatened our goal
of maintaining peace and stability on the
peninsula.

comments to the effect that we
took massive and expensive military moves
simply to cut down a tree. This is not the
of critical

case.

military augmentations were pre-

make

we were

deter-

it

clear to P'yongyang that

mined to meet any larger military threat
which they might pose. The tree-cutting
operation, as I have indicated, was meant
to uphold the rights of the U.N. Command
in the Joint Security Area and to help insure the future safety of the U.N. Command personnel.
P'yongyang was clearly taken aback by
both our military response and the treecutting operation. It put its own forces on
a so-called "war footing" and took certain
defensive measures, but gave no indication
that it was contemplating any military reaction to our moves. In the Joint Security
Area, North Korean guards watched the
tree-cutting operation without attempting
to interfere.

A
U.S.

The

cautionary deployments designed to

dent

Response and North Korean Reaction

few hours

Kim

later.

step of conveying a

We

was sobering

North Korean Presi-

Il-song took the unprecedented

message through the

were
flights from Guam to Korea
and coordinated. They demonstrated
to P'yongyang that we were willing and
able to move decisively to counter any

Armistice Commission to the
Commander in Chief of the U.N. Command,
General [Richard] Stilwell, expressing regret that the August 18 incident had occurred and urging that further incidents in
the area be avoided. Kim's conciliatory message has been widely viewed as an implicit acceptance of responsibility for the
incident, particularly when contrasted with
P'yongyang's usual rhetoric.
At subsequent Military Armistice Commission meetings, the North Koreans have

threat in this area.

been

believe our response

to

North Koreans. Our reactions were
measured and calculated. Our military
moves the deployment of the F-4's from
Okinawa, and the F-lll's from Idaho to

the

—

Korea, the dispatching of the Midway task
force to the area, the raising of our defense alert status to DefCon 3, and daily

—

B-52

swift

In the context of this military response,

the

tree-cutting

21]

made

it

itself [August
P'yongyang that we

operation

clear to

would not tolerate interference with our
rights in the Joint Security Area under the
armistice agreement and that we were
determined to protect U.N. Command personnel in the area in order to maintain the
viability of the armistice agreement.
Let me make a few further points with
regard to the tree cutting. We are aware
September 27, 1976

Military

subdued and
have reiterated Kim IIsong's expression of regret. They have also
suggested a proposal for new security arrangements at Panmunjom to avoid inciuncharacteristically

businesslike and

dents in the Joint Security Area.
The U.N. Command is now considering
which it put forth itself in
the proposal
1970 and which the North has now picked
up. One important element of this plan
will be the removal of four guardposts
which the North Koreans now have on the

—
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U.N. Command side of the military demarcation line. The U.N. Command has no
guardposts on the North Korean side of
the

line.

We

think the North Koreans have been
chastened by the incident. It is not certain
that the lesson will stick however, it is
evident that P'yongyang now has a clearer
picture of our readiness to maintain the
security of the Korean Peninsula and to
uphold the armistice agreement. We be-

being submitted, but the total
20 to 25. It well may be that
the brutal murders in the Joint Security
Area were seen as evidence of North Korean belligerence and not aggressiveness
on the part of the United States.
tions are

still

may reach

;

lieve the North Koreans may also fear that
our response to any future incidents of the
kind that occurred on August 18 could well
be costly to them.

World Reaction

World

reaction to the August 18 incident

aftermath has of course varied according to the predisposition of the countries involved, but there has been widespread support for our position on the incident and for our subsequent moves.
Most significantly, both the Soviet and
Chinese media were very restrained in
their handling of the issue. They gave it
only limited attention and confined themselves to quotes from the North Korean
press, avoiding any editorial comment of
their own. This clearly indicated a lack of
enthusiasm for the North Korean provocation and a reluctance to be sharply critical
of our response.

and

its

not clear to what extent the
August 18 incident affected the language
adopted on Korea at the nonaligned conference, which was in its final sessions at
the time the incident occurred. The North
Koreans were successful in ramming
through the hard-line language they
wanted, largely because the drafting committee was composed of Pyongyang's
supporters. However, many countries recognized the one-sided nature of this language, and for the first time on any question in the nonaligned meetings, specific
reservations to the language of the political declaration and resolution on Korea
were entered. We do not yet have a full
list of countries which did so, since reservaIt
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is

Forthcoming U.N. General Assembly
It

is

also unclear at this point

how

the

aftermath will affect the
U.N. General Assembly's vote on the two
resolutions which have been submitted on
incident and

its

the Korean question.
We had made it clear this year that we,
the Republic of Korea, and many other
countries hoped to

avoid another sterile

Korean debate although we were prepared
to meet the challenge if one was mounted
by North Korea and its supporters.
North Korean supporters, however, submitted a harsh and inflexible resolution
even before the nonaligned had finished
their debate on a Korean position, thus
demonstrating that North Korea was more
interested in maintaining

its

inflexible posi-

than in obtaining a true nonaligned
consensus on Korea.
This resolution, which draws heavily on

tion

the August 5 government statement, calls
for the withdrawal of all foreign forces

under the U.N.
clear

flag.

North Korea made

year that this also means the

last

withdrawal of all U.S. forces in Korea
under the bilateral arrangements with the
Republic of Korea. There are now only
about 300 personnel in Korea under the
U.N. flag, of whom about 250 are Americans. It "demands" the withdrawal oi
"new" types of military equipment from
the Republic of Korea and an end to alleged acts aggravating tensions and increasing the danger of war.

The

resolution

conditional

also

dissolution

calls

of the

for

the

mand. North Korea has said that

Command

is

un-

U.N. Comif

the

dissolved, the armistice agree-

ment, the only legal document binding the
parties to keep the peace,

would cease

to

exist.
It

also calls for the

replacement of the
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i

armistice agreement with a peace agree-

On September

ment. The latter means an agreement
with the United States and is an attempt to
negotiate future security arrangements on
the peninsula without the participation of
the Government of the Republic of Korea,

singer proposed that

which represents two-thirds of the peninsula's population.

The

resolution further "hopes" for re-

unification through a "great national con-

The Government of the Republic
Korea is not mentioned this provision
an attempt to obfuscate North Korea's

gress."

of
is

;

refusal to accept the necessity of South-

North discussions and its failure to respond
by the Republic of Korea
to resume without preconditions the SouthNorth discussions which both sides agreed
to in 1972 and which were broken off by
North Korea in 1973.
Through this resolution the North is attempting to isolate our ally the Republic of
Korea, precipitate American troop withdrawal, and dissolve existing legal arrangements without substituting suitable
arrangements to maintain peace and stability. We will not accept such proposals.
We will not negotiate on future security
arrangements on the Korean Peninsula
without the participation of the Republic
of Korea.
To meet this challenge, the United States
and 18 other countries introduced on
August 20 a noncontentious resolution on
Korea which calls for the resumption of
the South-North dialogue to achieve by ne-

to repeated offers

Secretary Kisthe Republic
of Korea meet with the other parties directly concerned, the People's Republic of
China and North Korea, to discuss ways
of preserving the armistice agreement and
of reducing tensions in Korea. We said that
in such a meeting we would be ready to
1975,

22,

we and

explore possibilities for a larger conference to negotiate more fundamental arrangements to keep the peace.
This invitation was not accepted then

and was dismissed by North Korea in its
statement August 5, 1976, after the Secretary

restated

proposal

the

a

in

speech

July 22, 1976.

U.S. Policy

Our

on Korea

position on

Korea

is

clear:

—

We urge the resumption of serious
South-North discussions, which both sides
agreed to in 1972 and which North Korea
has broken off.
If North Korea's allies are prepared
with South
to improve their relations
Korea, we are prepared to take reciprocal
steps toward North Korea.
We continue to support proposals that
the United Nations give full membership
without
to both South and North Korea,

—

—

prejudice to eventual reunification.
We are prepared to negotiate a new
with
basis for the armistice or replace it

—

more permanent arrangements
acceptable to

all

in

any form

the parties concerned.

gotiation the resolution of the outstanding

problems between them.

It

calls

on both

sides to exercise restraint so as to create

an

atmosphere

conducive to peace and
urges that South and
North Korea and the other parties directly
concerned, ourselves and the People's Republic of China, er/cer into early negotiations permitting fne dissolution of the U.N.
Command by adapting the armistice agreement or replacing it with more permanent
arrangements to maintain the peace.
This provision refers to a major U.N.
General Assembly initiative which we and
the Republic of Korea undertook last year.
dialogue.

It

also

September 27, 1976

intransia result of North Korea's
we thus again face a tough and
time-consuming confrontation in the U.N.

As

gence,

likely
General Assembly on Korea which is
unproductive.
to be both contentious and
on
The effect of the August 18 incident
AsGeneral
U.N.
the
in
what will follow
said, is
sembly confrontation, as I have
difficult

to

judge.

believe few counthe charge that the

We

seriously

take
make war on
United States is about to
North Korean
North Korea. The pattern of
the brutality of
with
together
propaganda,

tries

the

measured
North Korean assault, the
391

:

response from our side, and the subsequent
backing down on Pyongyang's part may
serve to convince some nonaligned countries
that continued support of the North's inflexible position is not productive and may

We

also believe many
well increase tensions.
nonaligned countries recognize that there
cannot be progress on the Korean question

South and North resume direct discussions and that the North's refusal to talk
with the Government of the Republic of
Korea is an unrealistic and self-defeating
posture. The reservations on the Korea
language at the nonaligned meeting that I
mentioned earlier are a sign of this view.
We believe that our firm and judicious
response to the August 18 incident has
shown the North that we are prepared to
until

resist aggression.

We

do not view the August 18 incident
as having a major effect on decisions regarding U.S. force levels in Korea. As
then-Assistant Secretary [for East Asian
and Pacific Affairs Philip C] Habib said
before the Subcommittee on Foreign Assistance and Economic Policy of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee April 8
Korea is not
North Korean
threat, the ability of the Republic of Korea forces
to meet that threat, and the prevailing interna.

.

.

the specific level of our forces in

immutable.

It

is

a

Mr. Habib went on to say that we intended to honor commitments and maintain
our presence in the area and in this context
we had no present plans for significant
force reduction in Korea. Our response to
the incident of August 18 has demonstrated
that we will meet our commitments.

We

would hope that the firmness we
demonstrated in the aftermath of this incident will eventually cause the North to
its

inflexible position of seeking to

peninsula on its own terms.
Meanwhile we and the Republic of Korea
are prepared to seek the easing of tensions

reunify the

and more permanent security arrangements
on the peninsula through negotiation rather
than confrontation.
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United States

American

of

Folloioing

is

Condemns Murder
Officers in

Korea

a statement

by

White

the

House Press Secretary issued at Kansas City,
Mo., on August 18, together with a statement
read to neivs correspondents that day by
Frederick Z. Broivn, Director, Office of Press
Relations,

Department of

State.

WHITE HOUSE STATEMENT
White House press release (Kansas

City,

Mo.) dated

Au^at

18

The President condemns the vicious and
unprovoked murder of two American officers last night in the demilitarized zone

near Panmunjon in Korea.
These officers were peacefully supervising a work detail in the neutral zone when
they were subjected to a brutal and cowardly attack totally without warning.
Total responsibility for the consequences
of these murders rests with the Nortl:
Korean Government.

DEPARTMENT STATEMENT

function of the

tional situation.

reassess

:

On

the morning of August 18, Korear

time. North

Korean military personnel mad(

Com

an unprovoked attack on the U.N.

mand

personnel in the Joint Security Are£
(JSA) in the demilitarized zone, brutallj

murdering two American

officers

and

in

juring four Americans and five Republic
of

Korea military personnel.
The details regarding this

act of aggres

sion are contained in a statement issued bj

the U.N.
to

Command, which

I

will

now

reac

you

Two United Nations Command officers were murdered in an unprovoked assault by North Korear
guards this morning at the Joint Security Area
Panmunjom.
The two army

officers,

both Americans, died fron

massive head injuries and stab wounds inflicted bj
an estimated thirty North Korean guards who at
tacked a small United Nations Command work party

Department of State
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with

axes,

metal

pikes

and

axe

handles,

about

10:45 a.m.

A

Republic of Korea Army enlisted man, a security guard assigned to the U.S. Army Support Group,
JSA, sustained stab wounds and is in the 121st Evacuation Hospital in Seoul.
A Republic of Korea Army

officer,

four other U.S.

and three additional Republic of Korea Army
soldiers were treated for minor cuts and bruises.
The U.N. Command has called for the 379th Military Armistice Commission meeting to convene at
11:00 a.m., Thursday, August 19. North Korea has
soldiers

not yet replied.

The three U.N. Command officers and the enlisted
guards were escorting five Korean Service Corps
workers who were routinely trimming branches from
a tree some 35-40 yards from U.N. Command Checkpoint Number 3, at the south side of the Bridge of

No Return.
Two North Korean
came

to the

officers

and

several

The

Government considers these

U.S.

cowardly acts of murder a serious violation
of the armistice agreement. The North
Koreans have committed violent acts in the
Joint Security Area before, but these murders are the first such deaths that have
occurred in that area since the signing of
the armistice agreement 23 years ago.

The United States views this brutal and
unprovoked assault with gravity and concern and warns the North Koreans that
such violent and belligerent actions cannot
be tolerated. North Korea must bear full
responsibility for all the consequences of
its brutal action.

guards

area of the work. After some discussion

during which a North Korean officer expressed nij
objection to the tree trimming, the North Koreans
suddenly demanded that the Korean Service Corp.s
personnel stop work.
Shortly afterwards, a
North Korean vehicle
brought additional guards and the North Korean
officer was heard to tell them "to kill" the U.N.
Command personnel and the fight ensued with many
of the North Koreans joining in.
These murders were the first deaths ever in the
Joint Security Area, site of the joint Armistice Commission meetings. It is a neutral area within the
Demilitarized Zone where free access and movement
are guaranteed by the Armistice Agreement.
The North Koreans also damaged three U.N. Command vehicles during the melee.
Identification of the casualties is pending notification of the next of kin. U.N. Command continues to
investigate the incident.

The North Koreans have

falsely

charged

that the personnel of the U.N. Command
first assaulted North Korean guards. This
is a lie and a flagrant attempt to deceive.
find it significant that the North Korean
account does not claim that any North
Koreans were wounded or that reinforcements from the U.N. Command side were
sent into the Joint Security Area.
This brutal behavior by the North Korean regime tells us something of its true
nature and demonstrates the hollowness of
North Korea's alleged desire for a peaceful
resolution of the differences that exist be-

U.S.

and Republic

New Joint

Security

of Korea

Welcome

Area Arrangement

Follotving is a joint statement by the Governments of the United States and the Republic of Korea issued at Washington and
Seoul on September 6.
Press

relea!!e

413 dated September 6

The Governments of the United States of
America and the Republic of Korea welcome the signing of the agreement amendthe Military Armistice Commission
Headquarters Agreement at Panmunjom,
September 6, 1976. The two Governments
believe that the new arrangement, restricting

ing

movement

sides to

Joint

of military personnel of both

their

Security
contact in the

respective

Area

JSA

portions

(JSA),

of the
eliminating

infringing on personal

We

safety,

tween

rity of personnel of both sides in the Joint
Security Area. The two Governments will
make every effort to see that these new
arrangements are implemented effectively.
They expect that the signatories of the
Armistice Agreement for the other side will

it

and South Korea.
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and removing the North Korean
guard posts from the UNC [United Nations Command] side of the JSA, are realistic and constructive steps which when
implemented will better assure the secu-
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and

do the same. The two Governments for

United

their part will continue to avoid provoca-

which are before the United Nations.

and will abide, as in the past, by
terms of the Armistice Agreement
along the full "length of the DMZ [demilitarized zone] as well as within the JSA. In
the spirit of the new agreement, they will
hold the North Korean side responsible for

The conference addressed the issue of
Korea, which for reasons of both historical
involvement and recent events is of deep
concern to the United States, in words
which were so tendentious and one-sided
as to be unacceptable to a substantial number of participants at Colombo, who en-

tive acts

the

avoiding future provocative actions. As the
response of the Governments of the United
States and the Republic of Korea to the
August 18 incident has demonstrated, the
two Governments are determined to re-

spond firmly to North Korean provocations.
North Korean leaders should have no doubt
about this fact in determining their future
actions.

Nonaligned Summit Meeting Position
on Korea and Puerto Rico Rejected
Department Announcement

'

The Colombo noiaaligned summit meetnumber of current international issues to which we will be giving
careful attention in the months ahead. I
would like, however, to restrict my comments now only to two issues in which the
ing addressed a

Head to news correspondents on Aug. 25 by
Robert L. Funseth, Special Assistant to the Secretary
'

for Press Relations.
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States

is

directly

involved

We

tered written or oral reservations.
find
the endorsement of North Korea's completely unfounded charges against the
United States particularly unseemly, coming as it did immediately following the
brutal murder of two U.S. officers of the
U.N. Command in the Joint Security Area
of the demilitarized zone in Korea by
North Korean Army personnel. We do not
believe that any country which supports
the highly partisan language on Korea contained in the declaration, and even more
so in the separate resolution on Korea, can
be considered nonaligned on this issue.
With regard to Puerto Rico, the conference called for discussion of this matter by
the United Nations as if it were a colonial
issue. We consider any such declaration as
interference in U.S. domestic affairs. Since
the recognition in 1953 by the United Nations of Puerto Rico's act of self-determination, there are no legal grounds for discussion or action with respect to this issue by
any international body. And we will ignore
any action taken by an international bodj

on this issue.
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Secretary Kissinger Discusses U.S. Position

on Law of the Sea Conference

FolVowing are remarks made by Secretary
Kissinger at U.N. Headquarters on September 1 folloiving a meeting 2vith Hamilton
Shirley Amerasinghe, President of the U.N.

Conference on the

remarks

Law

of the Sea, and his

at a reception that evening for heads

In Committee I, it is our view that the
negotiating tactics have been too confrontational and that there has been too much
of a tendency to seek to approach it by
means of bloc approaches. That will not

work. No group can impose

its

preferred

of delegations to the conference.

solution on the other.

REMARKS FOLLOWING MEETING

The United States proposed at the last
session the so-called dual-access system, in
which one part of the ocean is available for

fss

I

release 409 dated

came here

September

first

I

of all to pay tribute to

President of this conference for the
impartial and thoughtful way in which he
has conducted what is probably the most
important negotiation that is now going on
anywhere. With three-quarters of the
world's surface being put under the possibility of some international legal system,
the stakes could hardly be higher. And the
issues are, of course, extremely complithe

cated.

The United

States will

make

a major

effort to bring these negotiations to a sat-

conclusion. "Satisfactory" must
mean, as the President correctly pointed
out, a solution that all groups and all na-

isfactory

And it is not possible for
one nation or for any group of nations to
seek to impose its views on the others.
Now, in the three committees that are
working in Committee II, dealing with
the so-called economic zone, and in Committee III, dealing with scientific research,
we believe that reasonable progress is
being made, and we are quite optimistic
that an agreed solution of at least a general outline can be found at the end of this

tions can accept.

—

ses-sion.
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nations and their firms and the other is
mined by an international Enterprise and
all of it is put under a general international
Authority. We cannot give up this principle, but what we can do
and what I'm

—

here to discuss with my colleagues is how
the international Enterprise can in fact
function so the international Enterprise
will in fact have the financial resources
and the means to proceed.
We are also prepared, since we are talking about a long-term future, to agree to
periodic reviews of that issue, all the more
so as we cannot in any event begin mining
for about 10 years.
The President and I agreed, I believe, or
at least I suggested to the President and
he is considering it, that we should strive
at the end of this conference to have some
common text which becomes then the basis
for a final conclusion and that some means
be found within the remaining two weeks
to reduce the various positions to a common
text to which formal amendments can then
perhaps be offered but which will provide
a

framework for the

ident and

I

negotiation. The Presare going to meet again for

breakfast tomorrow, at which time I will
review with him my impressions of my consultations today.
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I

would

the

like to stress the

commitment

United States to come

to

of

a solution

We

in the interest of all mankind.
that no agreement can last that is not
freely accepted by the overwhelming mahope that others
jority of mankind.

that

is

know

We

here come to the same view, and

we hope

that everybody will realize that if we can
establish a peaceful and legal solution to

the problems of the ocean, a great step will

have been made toward peace on
Thank you very much.

also

land.

some countries here want
stand pat, think that they tvill have better
prospects under a new Administration. What
can you tell me?
Q. Mr. Secretary,

to

Secretary Kissinger: Well, first of all, there
won't be a new Administration, and secondly, I will tell them that the foreign policy of the United States

the

basis

permanent

of

the

conducted on

judgment
and values

best

interests

is

of
of

the
the

United States and I'm confident that any
group studying this problem is going to
come roughly to the same conclusions.
I think it would be a great mistake for
foreign nations to attempt to second-guess
the American domestic political process.
On the views that we have expressed
here, I find a wide consensus, and I have
not encountered any significant disagreement among any of the experts that we
have consulted about the American position, and I think that this would be a great
mistake; and if the negotiation deadlocks
completely, there is a much greater danger
that the United States will act unilaterally
than that the United States will change its

I think it would be more appropriate if I
had the discussions and then made it public than if I announce now, because this
might inspire the rhetorical impulses of

other delegations. [Laughter.]
Q. Are you going
tomorrow?

to

address the conference

Secretary Kissinger: I have no such plans,
but I'm giving a reception for the delegations tonight, and I plan to address them
then informally.
Q. With the extension of the exclusive economic zone to 200 miles and the poiver to

search vessels within that zone, without use
of the hovering vessels [inaudible']

Secretary Kissinger:
this

is

I'll

a degree of detail

tell

my

you the truth,

associates have

not yet revealed. [Laughter.]
Q.

Are you working on a consolidated

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

I

text?

tried to avoid

the words "consolidated text," because I
want to leave the nomenclature to the conference. I believe that some common text
that brings together the work of the three
committees in a document that can then
be the basis of negotiation would be supported by the United States and would be a
logical outcome of this conference, and we
are hoping that the President of the conference will take leadership in that direction.

Q. Mr. Secretary, referring to the funding
of the Enterprise, are

we speaking in terms
we thinking of

of U.S. grants or loans, or are

somehotv convincing U.S. companies

to

in-

vest?

position.

Q. Mr. Secretary, you said last night that
you were coming here with a neiv proposal.
Will you tell us what those neio proposals

are?
Secretary Kissinger: Well, I have indicated
the areas in which we will keep discussing
it; that is, financial
how do you make the
Enterprise financially operative?
review

—

clauses.

And we

—

are willing to discuss other
aspects of the views of our colleagues.
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Secretary Kissinger: Well, there are two
One is the principle of finding financing for the Enterprise; second, the
aspects.

means by which

this is achieved.

second issue

subsidiary to the

cause,

if

is

we agree

I

think the
first

to find financing,

it

bewill

be negotiated in such a way that it is acceptable to the countries concerned.
We think it is a reasonable proposition
on the part of some of the developing nations to be sure that the Enterprise does
Department of State
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—
not become a paper institution but that it
has an opportunity to function in what has
been called the common heritage of mankind. The details of how we do this are open
to negotiation.

Thank you very much.

ing progress and that we do not export into
the sea all of the conflicts that have made

complicated on land.
And, conversely, if we should succeed in
that arena, it must have the profoundest
life

significance on our other relations as well.
are working essentially in three

We

REAAARKS AT RECEPTION
I

my

>

believe very deeply,

colleagues,

that

and so do

all

of

the

negotiation in
which all of you are engaged is the most
significant international negotiation that is
now taking place. It is not as dramatic as
some other events that catch the daily
headlines, but what other group has had
the opportunity to establish international
norms for three-quarters of the earth's surface? When else has a group of diplomats
been able to assemble and establish a legal
order for a part of the globe that contains
so much of our resources and that will
affect so much of our future?
And I know that in the tedious negotiations that go on daily we will never lose
sight of the fact that we're engaged in a
historic enterprise and it is an enterprise
that simply cannot afford to fail.
therefore should not deal with each
other with threats of confrontation, because the advantages that can be gained
on this or that issue pale in significance
compared to the long-range benefits not
just to this or that nation but to all of mankind that are inherent in this process.
This is the basic attitude of the U.S. Gov-

We

—

—

—

ernment. This is the reason and not any
economic necessity nor any negotiating
pressures
that compelled us to make a
maximum effort to bring matters forward

—

to

some
I

sort of conclusion.

believe, therefore, in the

two weeks

so that are left in this conference

it

is

or
ex-

tremely important that we move matters
to a point in which we can say to ourselves,
can say to our people, that on the law of
the sea the nations of the world are mak-

committees. I believe that in Committee II,
the debate of whether the economic zone is
sui generis or whether it has attributes of
high seas status can, in my view, after the
discussions we have had this morning, be
resolved in a manner practical and satisfactory to all of the parties concerned. It
will require further efforts, but I believe
that an understanding can be reached.

Similarly, with respect to scientific
rine scientific

—research

of

— ma-

Committee

III,

the delegations work with the
spirit that has characterized them so far, I
believe that a satisfactory conclusion can
also be reached.
if

all

We

of

must keep

mind

both of these
are starting a
new international regime in these 200-mile
zones that has not existed previously but
also that there are certain practical problems that must be solved if the interpretation of our texts is not to lead to endless
future disputes.
negotiations,

Now,
I

in

that

in

we

me say a few words about
and the deep seabeds. And you
did not say that if Committee I

let

Committee
notice

first,

I

continues to work in the spirit it has exhibited
up to now, success is probable.
[Laughter.]
I believe that Committee I has clearly
the most novel and the most complicated
issue. And it is important that in solving it
we do not approach it too much from a
theoretical point of view and that we do
not attempt to use it to prove ideological
points which there are many opportunities
to vindicate.

With respect to the deep seabeds, we
face two realities. One is that the developed countries a few developed countries
at this

—
— alone possess

moment

the technol-

ogy with which to exploit the seabeds
'

Text from press release 407 (opening paragraphs

omitted).
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why

don't

I

use a more happy word?

—

to

"mine" the seabeds. [Laughter.]
397

—
On the other hand, there is the concept
that the deep seabeds represent the common heritage of mankind, and therefore
there is a certain conflict between the realities of the capabilities of certain countries
and the theoretical conviction of many
other countries.
From the point of view of those who
possess the technology, many of the proposals that have already been made represent very significant concessions in the
sense that they represent self-imposed restrictions on what would otherwise be an
unrestricted freedom of action.
From the point of view of many of the
developing countries some of these concessions, in view of their convictions, are not

considered concessions at
taken for granted.

At the

all

but tend to be

the United States
proposed the system of parallel access in
which, concurrently with any state or private mining of the deep seabeds, a similar
site would have to be set aside for the international community to be exploited or
last

session,

mined by the international community. And
concept was reflected in the negotiating text which emerged from the last

this

session.

On reflection, many countries have expressed reservations about this concept on
many grounds more familiar to the delebut one
gates here than to me, I'm sure
of the principal grounds was that it did no
good to set aside .a part of the mining sites
for the internatioiaal community if the international community did not possess the
financial resources with which to mine or
to put its Enterpn'se into business and if
there were no provisions for the transfer of
technology to the international community.
We have taken tlhes<3 views into serious
consideration. And, therefore, on the occa-

—

—

my meeting with some of the members of Committee I, I proposed on behalf
of the U.S. Government that the United
States would be prepared to agree to a
means of financing the Enterprise in such a
manner that the Enterprise could begin its
mining operation ^either con'currently with
sion of

398

the mining of state or private enterprises or
within an agreed timespan that was practically concurrent.

We

proposed also that

this

would

in-

clude agreed provisions for the transfer of
technology so that the existing advantage
of certain industrial states would be equalized over a period of time.
We have also taken into account the
views that have been expressed by some
delegates that it might be premature to
establish a permanent regime for the deep
seabeds, for the exploitation of the deep
seabeds, at the beginning of a process of
technology and to freeze it for an indefinite
period of time.
For this reason we have proposed today
that there could be periodic review con
for
ferences at intervals to be negotiated
example, 25 years in which the methcKis
by which mining in the deep seabeds takes
place and the apportionment between various sectors could be periodically reexamined.
In other words, the United States has

—

—

made

a serious effort to move forward on
deep seabed question.
I have heard, since I was here, the view
that perhaps a settlement is premature ir.
this

the light of our unsettled domestic situa
tion. [Laughter.] Of course, some of U!
consider our domestic situation more set
tied than others. [Laughter.] But I woulc
believe
would consider it highly un
I
likely that the basic principles are likely tc
be changed that I have put forward wit!
respect to the deep seabeds.
And I do not have the impression tha
they are the subject of partisan discussion
as is reflected by the bipartisan compositioi
of the congressional delegation that par
ticipates in these meetings.
We obviously will not be able to setth
all of the issues now. And this afternoon
for example, some proposals were made
including by the distinguished delegatf
from Nigeria in the discussions of Committee I that we will examine with great
care. But I would urge that the time has
come to put aside the theoretical debates

—

—

Department of State
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—
I

believe the issues are too crucial to try to

prove abstract ideological points.
The United States has made its proposals, which represent significant restrictions
on our freedom of action, for the sake of
international peace and international harmony and for the purpose of demonstrating that in this new area of mankind's activities we will make every effort to avoid
the sort of rivalries that characterized
colonial exploitations of the 19th century.
But there are limits beyond which no
American leader can go. And if those limits
are attempted to be exceeded, then we will
find ourselves in the regrettable

situation

on land

at sea

—

—unilateralism

and tragic

as previously

ju.st

will reign supreme.
the United States would not, in
short term, have any disadvantages

We
the

where

in

—

from

this
quite the contrary. But we are
part of mankind, and we believe that an
opportunity would be lost that may not
come again.

So, on behalf of the
tion, I

want

to assure

committees, and on the crucial issue of dispute settlement, we will work with dedication and conviction and with a profound
sense of responsibility that what we are

—

doing here or rather, what you are doing
here
is of historic significance. And we
hope that in this spirit we can use the next
few weeks to move matters forward to a

—

point from which a final solution in the
early part of next year becomes so inevitable that even the brilliant negotiators as-

sembled

here

Headquarters on September

2.

Press release 410 dated September 2

Secretary General Waldheim: Ladies and
I had a useful and very interesting exchange of views with the Secretary
of State, Dr. Kissinger, on the international

gentlemen,

and special problems
concerning the United Nations. We discussed the Middle East, the situation in
southern Africa, the question of Cyprus,
and of course the Law of the Sea Confersituation in general

ence.
I

am most

grateful to Dr. Kissinger for

this opportunity, especially

because

all

of

the problems we have discussed this morning are on the agenda of the forthcoming
General Assembly of the United Nations.
It was therefore most helpful to me to
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cannot

points to interfere.

Secretary Kissinger Meets With U.N. Secretary General

Following are remarks made by Secretari/
Kissinger and U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim following their meeting at U.N.

American delegayou that in all of the

find

enough

fine

[Laughter.]

Waldheim

know the position of the Government of
the United States.
This is all I wish to say, and I now give
the floor to Dr. Kissinger.
Secretary Kissinger: I would like to express the appreciation of the U.S. Governfor the distinguished role which the

ment

Secretary General is playing on all of the
key issues with respect to peacekeeping
and improving the international climate in
which he is involved. And we talked about
the Middle East, about Cyprus, about
southern Africa, about the law of the sea.
And I would only add to his description
to his adjective "useful"
the adjective
"cordial" for our talks.
Thank you very much. I'll be glad to

—

answer some questions.
Q. Mr. Secretary, did your discussions
about economic financing of the regime go
well last night?

399

—
Secretary Kissinger: Of course, all of the
delegations will have to speak for themselves. I had a good discussion yesterday
with about 16 members of Committee I. I
met this morning with the head of the
Mexican delegation and with the Peruvian

delegate in Committee

I,

Sri

Lanka, Nor-

way.

And I have the impression that there is
now an understanding that some progress
will have to be made on all sides and that
our proposals of yesterday may provide a
some counterproposals by some
others
and, even if not for some precise
counterproposals, to move forward perhaps
toward a consolidated text which can be
basis for

—

Q. Mr. Secretary, the question of the admission of Viet-Nam is coming to the United
Nations again next iveek. Could you tell ?<n
whether the United States intends to use the
veto again?

Secretary Kissinger:

want

to deprive

Well,

I

would not

you of the suspense that is
question prematurely. For

inherent in this
us, the issue of the missing in action is of
course a key issue, and we want to see
whether any progress can be made there.
Q. When yoii see [South Africaii'] Prime
Minister Vorster at the end of this week, are
you prepared to press him hard on these two

points: First, that elections in

Namibia come

an instrument of negotiation at the next

a matter of months, not years; and
secondly, that they come out
that they are

session.

undertaken

With respect

to

Committee

II

and

III,

I

am

very hopeful that we will reach a substantial conclusion of the effort. So, altogether, if the conference continues on the
course which we believe possible, it will
have made a significant step forward.
Q. Are you prepared
economic proposal was?

to

state

what that

Secretary Kissinger: Well, we have prowe would see to the financing
of the international Enterprise; and also

posed that

we have agreed
agreed period

to

a

—review

25-year

—

or

some

clause. Considering

that the particular concern of many of the
Group of 77 was that the international Enterprise might not have the financing or the
technical capability to proceed, our offer to
put it into business concurrently, or nearly
concurrently, with private or state enterprises should go a long step toward meeting
their needs. And you have to remember
that in a situation in which the United
States at this moment possesses practically
a monopoly of technology, we have agreed
to put all of it under an international regime half of it under an international
Enterprise
and to provide the financing
for the international Enterprise, and to provide a review after 25 years. So we think

—

—

we have made

400

a significant contribution.

off

in

—not

—

under international
supervision, as I believe Mr. Vorster /lo.s
mentioned, but under U.N. supervision?
just

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

have made
po-

southern Africa
which have achieved the unique result of
being criticized both by some black members of the Congress and by Prime Minister
Vorster. I think, considering that I will be
meeting him within 48 hours, I should not
go beyond what I have already stated publicly and leave something for the discussions that will then take place.
sition

with

I

week about our

several statements this

respect

to

Q. Mr. Secretary, terrorism is an issue that
has been before the United Nations for some
time now. An effort is being made, has been
made. Do you, as the U.S. representative,
see any prospect for a solution to this issue
here?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, we believe that
terrorism is an issue that affects the whole
international community and which must be
solved by the international community. The
use of innocent people to affect decisions in

which they have absolutely no role and
which they have no capacity for action

in
is

unconscionable. And the United States will
support any effort by others and failing

—

that, will
to get

make major

efforts of

its

own

an international agreement that will
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common action of the world community to bear on the issue of terrorism.
bring the

Q. Mr. Secretary, has the United States
changed its position on adniission of Angola
to the United Nations?

Secretary Kissinger: As we pointed out
sirepeatedly, our concern with Angola is not
the regime that is in power in Angola. Our
r

concern is the issue of the presence of a
Cuban expeditionary force of very substantial size in that country. That, too, is an
issue in which informal consultations are
taking place here now, and we are not prepared to state our position now.
Q.

Have any

of

the

Cuban troops been

withdrawn ?

issues
if

I

is

likely in the very near future.

believe

that

But

some progress can be

made, I may undertake the trip.
I
have no plan now to talk with Ian
Smith, and I consider it almost out of the
question that I would be meeting with him.
Q. Mr. Secretary, in Lebanon, you now
have two emissaries ivorking tvith the Christian side. Does this indicate that the United

States

is

moving toivard recognizing a

parti-

tion?

Secretary Kissinger: No. The United States
opposed to the partition of Lebanon. It
maintains the independence and sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon.
is

However, our Embassy in Beirut has found
impossible to communicate with the
Christian part of Lebanon and when our
Ambassador attempted to cross over, as you
know, some months ago, he was assassinated. We have therefore found it technically more convenient to send in people via
it

Secretary Kissinger: We, frankly, have
great difficulty determining whether there
has been a net outflow of Cubans. Some
Cubans have been withdrawn; others seem
to have arrived. And we do not have a
clear perception of whether there has been
a significant net outflow.
Q. Mr. Secretary, on your planned trip this
weekend tvhen you talk to Prime Minister
Vorster, is it your plan also to talk with the

black African leaders on this particular trip

and (2) is there any likelihood of your
having any discussion ivith Ian Smith [Prime
Minister of Rhodesia] himself directly which
might lead to repeal, for example, of the Byrd

amendment?
Secretary Kissinger: Whether I will go on
from Zurich to Africa has not yet been
ompletely decided. I want to have consultations with the Government of Great
Britain, which has itself been in consultation with key African countries and which
espehas an important role to play there
cially in Rhodesia
and I want to make an
assessment of where we stand after those
talks. There is a possibility that I will go to

—

liscuss the issues, especially of

^

—

Namibia and

Rhodesia, with the Presidents of black African states and see whether some progress
"an be made.
I do not think a final solution of these
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;

Cyprus. They will be there for about a
week of consultations, and they will then
return. And our hope would be that conditions will soon exist in which the Embassy
in Beirut can perform its functions in both
parts of Lebanon and not force us into the
present measures.
We will not support partition of Lebanon, and this visit is simply an opportunity
to get the views of the Christian leaders
that we have not had an opportunity to
obtain for the last few months.
Q.

Mr. Secretary, hotv ivoidd you assess
of the Magnuson bill and the

the passage

unilateral extension of a 200-mile conserv-

ancy zone

at this particular time on the bar-

gaining position of the

upon the success of

United States and

this particular confer-

ence?
Secretary Kissinger: Well, we were opposed to the unilateral extension of the
200-mile zone as an Administration, and
we went along with it because we were
it would lead to a set of unimoves by other countries which,

afraid that
lateral

indeed,

it

has contributed

—

to.
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II,

However, I believe now that Committee
which is dealing substantially with that

issue,

is

close to a solution.

And

if

that

should prove to be the case, then I would
have to say that even though we did not
favor the Magnuson bill it has not impeded
the progi'ess of the negotiations.

Assembly

calling

for amne.sty for political

prisoners.

Do you

foresee any similar initia-

by the United States this
year in the United Nations?
tives being taken

Secretary Kissinger: We have not yet decided the full range of the initiatives that
we are going to put forward at the General

Assembly.

Mr. Secretary, in your speech in Philayou stated that the United States
woidd not accept what you call the one-sided
and unilateral declarations that were issues
at the Colombo nonaligned summit. In those

Assembly?

declarations the nonaligned countries stated

whether

that unless there ivas substantial progress at
the Paris North-South talks that they ivere

opportunity to speak to all of my colleagues here. This is a decision that the
President has to make in the light of his
other schedules here. There is no present
plan for him to speak at the General
Assembly.

Q.

delphia

prepared

to take

some

iinilateral steps, par-

—

on the question of the question of
general debt moratorium.
What ivould be your respoyise to a declaration along those lines by either a group of or
a number of Third World countries?
ticularly

am

Q. Will President

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

want

I

not saying

tary General.

neiv initiative

I

sided declaration.
In general, we do not believe it is appropriate for any country or group of countries to proceed with the threat of a unilateral action in issues that require really

We have been opposed to a general debt moratorium because it is our belief that this will penalize
those countries that have made a major
effort to put their houses in order.
We are prepared, however, to engage in
discussions about general principles of debt
relief that can be applied on a case-bycase basis; we are prepared to let others
put forward their proposals in the NorthSouth dialogue and to examine them with
an open mind.
What our reaction would be in a hypothetical case that hasn't arisen, I cannot
now predict, because it isn't possible for
debtors to put a debt moratorium unilaterally into operation without serious consequences to themselves.
multilateral solutions.

Mr. Secretary, last year the United
States proposed a resolution at the General
Q.
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know

do not

I

to deprive

myself of an

Q. The q2iestion of the Middle East was
discussed between yourself and the Secre-

that every last statement that was made
in Colombo had the character of a one-

Secretary Kissinger: Well,

Ford address the General

Can you

tell

us ivhether any

— either on your part or on the
or anything — %vas discussed and

U.N. part
you knew of the making or sensed

it?

Secretary Kissinger: Well, the Secretary

General was kind enough to give me his
impressions from the nonaligned conference and of the attitude of those Arat
leaders that he had an opportunity to exchange views with at the nonaligned conference. And I would not expect a specific
initiative
at least, on our part
and the
Secretary General would have to talk foi
himself in the immediate future. But oui
general concern that progress in the Middle East toward peace is necessary, thai
negotiations will have to be resumed, and
that the current situation should not b€
frozen
we have reaffirmed this position
and we will be continuing to exchange
views on how to bring progress.

—

—

—

Q.
this

Mr. Secretary,

—an

efforts in

to

election year

what degree might

— help

Secretary

Kissinger:

Well,

that its being an
greatly helps the efforts.
noticed

or hinder youi

South Africa?
I

have

election

Department of State

not

year

Bulletin

Sef

for action in southern Africa
nothing to do with elections in the
Jnited States, because any study of our
jlectoral arithmetic makes clear that this
not a significant issue. The reason we
3
ire concerned with making progress in
outhern Africa is that there is a guerrilla
ivar going on in Rhodesia today, that it is
;ertain to escalate
the loss of life is going
.0 increase, the complexities are going to
Tiount
and it simply cannot wait for our

coming years depends on strengthening
mutual expectations of governments and

electoral process.

basic principles of the Declaration.

The reason

las

f'ii

—

f'fi

—

With respect

(III!

Namibia, which is a sepirable problem, there is a time limit before
;he international community. And there,
;oo, the situation is going to deteriorate
substantially, both on the ground and interlationally, unless a serious effort is made.
We are conducting our policy in order to
bring peace to a troubled area and to serve
;he national interests of the United States,
[t can have no impact on our election that
can discern.
to

enterprises regarding responsible

and

policies

practices.

This balance of governmental and enteris the core of the approach to international investment which
is reflected in the OECD Declaration and
the related decisions providing for continuing consultation and cooperation among the
industrial countries of the OECD on the
prise responsibilities

The main elements of the OECD investment declaration and related decisions,
which are enclosed, are the following:

—affirmation

by

OECD

their basic orientation

Governments of
toward international

investment, stressing that such investment
increases general welfare and should be
facilitated;

—a

recommitment by

OECD

Govern-

ments

to their obligations vis-a-vis multina-

tional

enterprises, including undertakings

[

them "national" or non-discriminatory treatment vis-a-vis domestic firms,

to accord

hi:

OECD Declaration on Investment
Commended to U.S. Businesses

fer

fjl

,\f^(

(!,(

text of a letter dated
August 19 from Secretary Kissinger, Secretary of the Treasury William E. Simon, and
Secretary of Commerce Elliot L. Richardson,

Folloiving

which

is

the

ivas sent to

tives of

more than 800

chief execu-

major U.S. corporations.^

August

19, 1976.

On June 21, 1976, twenty-three governments of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
jointly adopted a Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enterprises, which we believe will contribute
and stable
significantly
to
an open
environment for international investment.^
Maintenance of such an environment over

to treat them in accordance with international law and agreements as well as

and

contracts to which they have subscribed;

—

a recommendation that enterprises
operating in OECD countries voluntarily
observe those guidelines of good business
practice contained in an annex to the Declaration

—a

;

pledge by

OECD

closer consultation

Governments
and cooperation on

to
in-

ternational direct investment issues, including problems arising from official incentives and disincentives for such investment.
In our view, this Declaration represents

a major step in support of a favorable environment for direct investment among the
industrial countries.

Throughout the negoU.S. Gov-

tiation of this Declaration, the

ernment

consulted

closely

with

private

sector representatives because the Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are vol-

Text from press release 402 dated Aug. 30, which
includes an announcement of the release of the letter.
For texts of the declaration, annex, and related
'

decisions, see

Bulletin
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of July 19, 1976, p. 83.

—

untary as the United States held they
should be and in order to assure that the
Guidelines and the entire Declaration

—
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fair and balanced. We believe
our objectives have been achieved. The

would be
U.S.,

therefore,

Governments

in

joined

other

the

recommending

prises operating in the

OECD

to

OECD
enter-

countries ob-

servance of the Guidelines, in the context
of the governmental assurances contained
the Declaration. We commend these
Guidelines to all enterprises in the United
in

States.

Sincerely yours,

Henry

A. Kissinger
Secretary of State

William

Simon

E.

Secretary of the Treasury

Elliot L. Richardson
Secretary of

Commerce

These essential elements have not
changed. Nor has my conviction, voiced in
earlier reports, that real progress can be
achieved provided mutual distrust and suspicions are set aside and both parties forego rhetoric which needlessly hinders the
search for a just settlement.
We have lost no opportunity to contribute to our common goal of achieving a
Cyprus solution. I have discussed the
Cyprus problem at length with the Foreign
Ministers of Greece and Turkey. At the
Summit Conference in Puerto Rico in June
1976, I spoke about Cyprus with leaders of

major industrial nations. Secretary
Kissinger has also devoted considerable effort to achieving a favorable atmosphere
for discussions, continuing personally to
press our views at the highest levels in
the

Athens and Ankara. Our Ambassadors
Fifth

Progress Report on Cyprus

Submitted

to the

Congress

in

Greece, Turkey and Cyprus have worked
unstintingly to help bring the two sides
together in an atmosphere of true negotiation
and we have strongly and continuously supported the efforts of Unitedl
Nations Secretary General Waldheim to:
achieve this same end. In spite of all these'
efforts, we have been unsuccessful thus fan
in getting the parties to set aside procedural problems and to move on to discussions of the key substantive issues, such as
;

Message From President Ford

'

To the Congress of the United States:
Pursuant to Public Law 94-104, I am
submitting my fifth periodic report on the
progress of the Cyprus negotiations and
the efforts this Administration is making
to help find a lasting solution to the problems of the island. In previous reports I
have emphasized my strong desire to see
a just and lasting settlement. I have reviewed in detail the efforts this Administration has made to help realize that
achievement, and the progress that has
been made thus far. I have indicated that
while a Cyprus solution cannot be dictated
by the United States, or imposed by any
outside party, there are certain elements
which are considered essential to an equitable settlement. These I detailed for the
Congress in my report of December 8, 1975.
'Transmitted on Aug. 6 (text from White House
press release).
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territory.

The process

of finding a solution to the*

Cyprus problem has been carried forwards
through intercommunal talks between tha
two Cypriot sides, under the aegis of Secretary General Waldheim. These talks
have been in recess since February. Lowerlevel "humanitarian" talks, now also in recess, have produced limited progress on
subsidiary issues, but have left the central
points of contention unresolved. Meanwhile new frictions continue to arise on the
island as each side seeks to maintain oi

improve

its

position, either locally on the

island or on the wider international stage,

We continue to seek solutions for the ongoing humanitarian problems of those who

Department of State

Bulletir

were displaced from their homes on Cyprus
by the conflict of 1974. The United States,
through the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees, has contributed some $25 million
in each of the past two years to help to

On

Cyprus, new
programs to provide housing for those displaced are underway. With these programs, we would hope that most of those
Cypriots still living in temporary dwellings
now down to about 10 percent of the
could be in
original number of refugees
new homes by early next year. In support
alleviate these problems.

—

of this effort our

—

program

of humanitarian

assistance will continue in the

coming year.

Secretary General Waldheim's Special
Representative on Cyprus, Ambassador
Perez de Cuellar, has recently engaged in
discussions in Ankara, Athens and Nicosia

with a view to developing a basis for an
early resumption of the intercommunal
talks. The United States has strongly supported these efforts and will remain in close
contact with the Secretary General in the
days immediately ahead.
On July 29 of this year I met with Bulent
Ecevit, the Turkish opposition leader, and
stressed the compelling need for a more
conciliatory approach by both sides. Moreover, we have again been active with our
European allies to insure that all avenues
are explored in the search for a settlement.
Though there are many proposals for a
settlement of the situation on Cyprus, the
only solution which will restore domestic
tranquility for all the citizens of that island

one which they work out among themselves. We are dedicating our efforts to
assisting in the resumption of negotiations
which will achieve the goal we share an
equitable and just peace on Cyprus. This
Administration, with the support of the
Congress, will continue actively to encourage that process in every way possible.
is

—

Work

Secretary Kissinger Praises

of Radio Free Europe, Radio Liberty
Following

the

is

text

of

a

letter-

dated

August 28 from Secretary Kissinger
David M. Abshire, Chairman, Board for

to

In-

ternational Broadcasting.
Press leleafe 400 dated August 30

AUGUST

Dear Dave:

28, 1976.

understand that the Board
for International Broadcasting will hold
its first annual review conference of Radio
Free Europe and Radio Liberty program-

ming

in

I

Munich

later this

month.

I

would

take this opportunity to reiterate to
all participants the United States Government's firm commitment to the free flow
and dissemination of information through
international broadcasting.
The Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, signed
by 35 Governments, declared that, "The
like to

make it their aim
and wider dissemination of information of all kinds," and that
"The participating States note the expanparticipating States

.

.

.

to facilitate the freer

the dissemination of information
broadcast by radio, and express the hope
for the continuation of this process, so as to
meet the interest of mutual understanding
among peoples and the aims set forth by
this Conference." *
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty
broadcasts can admirably serve the stated
sion in

aim of the participating states "to faciliand wider dissemination of
information of all kinds." The comprehensive coverage, quality reporting, and objective news analyses of the broadcasts are a
uniquely meaningful and often vital source
of information and encourage the "contate the freer

structive dialogue with the peoples of EastFor text of the Final Act of the Conferenci; on
Security and Cooperation in Europe, signed at Helsinki on Aug. 1, 1975, see Bulletin of Sept. 1, 1975,
'

Gerald R. Ford.

The White House, August

September 27, 1976

6,

1976.

p.

323.
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ern Europe and the USSR" mandated by
the Board for International Broadcasting
Act of 1973.
The "jamming" of international broadcasts continues in the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and, sporadically, in
Poland. It must be eliminated if the goals
of the CSCE Final Act are to be met.

The United
cally

rejects

Government

States

allegations

categori-

made by

Soviet

and East European officials and media that
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty contravene the aims of the Helsinki Declaration, or that either is associated with the
Central Intelligence Agency. The Radios
are independent, highly professional operations

which make a

the free
peoples.

flow

Warm

of

vital contribution to

information

between

regards,

Henry

A. Kissinger.
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